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Reviewer's report:

This is a very interesting topic. The paper is well written and to-the-point. I have minor comments:

Abstract: please start your methods my Ninety one (Instead of 91)

Page 5, Line 15: Please provide in more details who did the education and how did you ensure that consistent education was received by all patients in the intervention group.

Page 6, Line 3: Please provide the reference for your suggested diet.

Page 6, line 46: what equation or statistical analysis was used to calculate the sample size? was it done based on results from previous study? if yes please indicate that and add the reference.

Page 11, line 12: Please keep the limitation in the discussion section, add also the strengths and significance of your study. In addition, can you elaborate on the confounding factors mentioned in the conclusion, what are they exactly , what type of bias they could have introduced to the current study , how did authors account of them or how are they going to account for them in future?

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes
Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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